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Abstract - A Corona Shaped 2X2 Multiple Input Multiple 

Output (MIMO) UWB antenna with dimensions of 

36x18x1.6mm3  (0.32λx0.16λx0.0144λ) is proposed for 

wireless communication. A novel designing procedure is 

achieved through characteristic mode analysis (CMA). CMA 

is used to analyze the physical structure of an antenna and 

its dominant mode. The proposed UWB-MIMO antenna 
comprises two monopole circular-shaped radiators that act 

as radiating elements to the MIMO antenna to achieve UWB 

operation. The designed antenna achieved isolation greater 

than 18 dB, and return losses are S11<-10dB in the entire 

frequency spectrum (3-15GHz), including UWB, X-band (8-

12GHz) and ITU (10.7 to 11.7 GHz) (12.75 to 13.25 GHz). 

Isolation is maximized by inserting T-shaped stubs into the 

ground plane. The diversity parameters such as ECC, DG, 

Mean Effective Gain, and CCL meets the requirements of 

UWB applications. The designed antenna achieves 150.9% 

impedance bandwidth, the radiation efficiency is 72.5%, and 

the gain is 4.2dB. The designed  antenna is fabricated and 
tested for validation. There were very favourable agreements 

between the simulated and tested results. 

 

Keywords — UWB-MIMO, CMA, Isolation, Mean effective 

Gain, Dominant Mode. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The announcement by the Federal Communication 

Commission (FCC) of an unlicensed frequency spectrum 

ranging from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz sparked a surge in interest 

in UWB antenna research. Because UWB has tremendous 

advantages like low interference, high data rates in the short 
range, and allows for reliable communication systems [1-4]. 

But UWB technology also suffers from multi-path fading 

and low power capabilities. The future trademark of wireless 

communication is MIMO (Multiple Input and Multiple 

Output) because it offers high data rates and low power. As a 

result, the combination of UWB and MIMO technology 

reduces the problem of fading and multipath, increasing 

transmission capacity and gain in wireless communication 

[5]. The mutual interaction problem occurs due to increasing 

the compactness of the MIMO by placing more antenna 

elements in a small space. The drawback of UWB-MIMO is 

that it suffers from a coupling between the elements. This 

mutual coupling affects the diversity performance of MIMO 

and degrades the reliability of wireless communication [6]. 

There are numerous methods for reducing mutual 

coupling, such as space diversity, adding decoupling 

networks, defected ground structures, placing parasitic 

elements, EBG (electromagnetic band gaps), polarization 

diversity, and metamaterials [7-9].  

Placing different types of stubs not only reduces 

mutual interference but also reduces the diversity gain and 

radiation efficiency, which causes less reliability in UWB-

MIMO antenna applications [10]. A T-shaped slot is etched 

on the ground of MIMO and designed with small dimensions 

of radiating elements[11]. The UWB-MIMO antenna is 

composed of two Planer Inverted-F-antenna (PIFA) and a 
metallic strip. An Extra folded resonator is inserted. The  

PIFA design not only increases isolation but also provides 

good pattern diversity [12]. A small size Uniplanner 

Electromagnetic band gaps (UC-EBG) are used along two 

circular monopole radiators to enhance the isolation [13]. In 

2X2 MIMO, the patch antennas have a superstrate layer, and 

an array of UC-EBG miniaturization structures are inserted 

on the top of each radiator to increase the performance of 

diversity parameters [14]. The magnetic metamaterial and 

substrate-integrated split-ring resonators are shared as a 

common substrate in two radiators. Magnetic fields are 
stagnated in the common substrate due to the near-field 

effect and mutual coupling due to the nature of negative 

permeability (SI-SRR) [15]. The metamaterials are made of 

dual–resonant meta-atoms and triple-resonant meta-atoms 

(TRMA) and arranged in either a Z- or an S-shape. The 

TRMA offers a negative permittivity that eliminates the 

mutual coupling [16]. In each radiator of the MIMO system, 

the mutual coupling is eliminated by generating an 1800 

phase shift electric field inversion [17]. To maximise 

isolation, reduce channel capacity losses, and improve 

diversity characteristics, the metamaterial unit cell structure 

is placed between two MIMO radiators [18]. The MIMO 
antenna is comprised of two radiating elements and is 

symmetrically placed, and isolation is enhanced by adding 
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split rectangular loop resonators along with long stubs in 

between the two radiators [19]. A complementary Splint ring 

resonator (CSRR), symmetrical Splint ring resonators 

(SSRR), and S-shaped slots are used to get high isolation in 

ultra-wideband circular Microstrip patch antennas [20]. To 
achieve good port isolation, the parasitic inverted 

neutralization stubs are placed in between fractal-shaped 

MIMO elements [21]. The high isolation is obtained in UWB 

meandering monopoles by the combination of two inverted 

L-shape slots and two L-shape stubs with an etching slot on 

the ground [22]. Better diversity performance and bandwidth 

improvement are obtained in the UWB Yagi-Uda MIMO 

antenna by using yagi miniaturization. The space diversity 

method poduce compactness in MIMO [23]. To improve 

isolation in 2X2 MIMO antennas, L-shaped slots and narrow 

slots are used [24]. A wideband neutralisation line with a 

decoupling stub is inserted in between 2 symmetrical 
radiating elements to enhance isolation along with diversity 

performance [25]. The spatial diversity, polarization, and 

pattern diversity methods are implemented in a 3-staircase-

shaped UWB-MIMO antenna to maximise the isolation of 

more than 25dB in UWB [26]. The FSS slotted Y-shape, and  

L-shaped decoupling on the ground enhance the isolation and 

reduce mutual coupling. The square spiral acts as the 

parasitic element to optimize the impedance [27].  

Two similar types of radiators are symmetrically 

arranged so that the radiation direction is opposite to the 

orientation and cancel each other. This system did not use 

any special decoupling method but achieved better isolation 

[28]. The MIMO antenna is composed of two strip lines fed 

by staircase-shaped radiating elements, and an isolating 

metallic strip is placed between them to reduce the envelope 
correlation coefficient by up to 0.163, increase efficiency up 

to 90%, and provide good separation of more than 20dB. The  

T-shaped slot and etched line slots in the ground produce 

better impedance matching isolation and also achieve the 

omnidirectional radiation pattern [29]. The antenna consists 

of a semi-circular and semi-square ring with a curved 

radiating element to create a defective ground. To improve 

isolation and bandwidth, an extended ground stub is added 

[30]. Dual-polarization is produced in the MIMO system by 

two different radiating elements and different feeding 

systems used to achieve good radiation performance in the 
MIMO system [31]. In the MIMO antenna system, a metal 

strip acts as a decoupling structure with a triangular slot, 

resulting in the isolation of more than 20dB. The MIMO is 

made up of two P-shaped. Isolation is improved even more 

with a suspended stripline in the ground plane. The antenna 

is made up of two truncated corner square patched radiators 

and parasitic metallic plates that are arranged in such a way 

that mutual coupling is minimized for WLAN applications  

[32]. For reliable wireless communication, the isolation in 

the UWB-MIMO system must be improved. Characteristic 

mode analysis is a well-known systematic design approach. 

The orthogonal currents in a perfect electric conductor 

explain the fundamental characteristic mode theory [33-34]. 

However, the antenna design work presented above 

is not up to the mark. There is a good chance that placing 

antenna elements in orthogonal modes and using defective 

ground systems will improve isolation. The space diversity 

method is used in conjunction with a systematic design 

approach and characteristic mode analysis to achieve high 

isolation. We created a 2X2 UWB-MIMO antenna using this 
method, which uses a novel methodology to achieve high 

isolation and better diversity performance than ECC, DG, 

CCl, and MEG. 

Two circulars (Corona)-shaped monopoles are used 
in the proposed work, with a T-shaped decoupling stub 

structure is placed on the ground. The characteristic mode 

theory is used to examine physical insight and the dominant 

model. 

II. DESIGN OF CORONA SHAPED 2X2 UWB-

MIMO ANTENNA 

CMA is used to design the proposed antenna with εr 

= 4.3 and tanẟ = 0.002. The designed UWB-MIMO antenna 

is made up of two symmetrical monopole antennas that are 

placed symmetrically on the FR-4 substrate. The dimensions 

of a designed antenna are 36x18x1.6 mm3. Each circular 
radiator is composed of seven small circular-shaped patches 

(bubbles), which are added around the circumference of the 

circular patch radiator. The designed antenna uses a space 

diversity method to achieve good diversity performance. The 

distance between two radiators from centre to centre in this 

antenna is 20 mm to maximise isolation. A T-shaped stub on 

the ground with compact dimensions improved the isolation 

and is depicted in Fig.1. 

Decoupling in the shape of T Stubs are used to 

improve impedance bandwidth and isolation. The feed width 

is 1.5mm, and the circular radiator radius is 4mm. It's made 

to resonate at three UWB frequencies: 2.9 GHz, 5.8GHz, and 

9.6 GHz. The designed values are shown in Table.1. 

Table 1. The corona shaped 2X2 UWB MIMO antenna 

Dimensions is listed. (unit mm). 

r Lf Wf Ls Ws 

4 4 1.5 18 36 

d1 d2 L1 L2 L3 

20 1.4 3 12 10 

Lg W3    

3 3    
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Fig.1. Corona Shaped 2X2 UWB-MIMO Antenna 

A. Characteristic Mode Theory for  2X2 Corona shaped 

MIMO Design 

The characteristics mode theory analyses and measures the 

resonant modes in perfect electric conductors (PEC) to 

understand the physical insight into antenna structures [35]. 

Each characteristic mode (CM) gives the CM metrics as (i) 

Eigenvalue and (ii) Characteristic Angle. (iii) Modal 

Importance. 

(i) Modal Significance (Ms): 

 

The modal significance of a particular mode is resonated 

only when Ms = 1. This can be derived from the magnitude 
of weighted Eigenvalues. The Ms can be expressed in terms 

of eigenvalues 

                                                                                    

MS=|
1

1+𝑗𝜆𝑛
|                                   (1) 

(ii). Characteristic Angle: 

The characteristic angle where it crossed 1800 is called the 

characteristic mode.     

                        Φ=1800(1-
1

𝜋
arctan(𝜆𝑛) )                           (2) 

(iii)Eigen Value: 

The eigenvalue λn = 0 at one particular frequency and that 

frequency is treated as the resonant frequency of that 

particular mode. 

The antenna design using characteristic mode analysis is 
more effective and efficient than the antenna design using the 

trial and error method. The Eigenvalues are calculated with 

the help of a matrix, which is called the method of the 

moment matrix.     

                                [I]Jn=λn[R]Jn                                                        (3)                                                        

                                [Z]Jn=[R]Jn+[I]Jn                             (4)                                                     

Here, R and I are real and imaginary parts of the moment 

impedance matrix, λn is the Eigenvalue, and Jn is the Eigen 

current, respectively. Solving the above (3) and (4) equations 

for a mode of operation. The Modal significance of 

characteristic mode is  

                                                                 

J=∑ 𝐶𝑛𝐽𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1 (5)                                                              

Where Cn is mode coefficient, by solving the above 

equations 

                  |𝑐𝑛 |=
𝑉𝑛

1+𝑗λn
= |𝑉𝑛|𝑀𝑠                                   (6)           

The corona shaped 2X2 UWB-MIMO antenna is analysed by 

using a multilayer solver or integral solver (CST-2018) 

without applying excitation and feed. The designed antenna 

produces different characteristic modes, each mode having 

modal significance, Eigen Values, and characteristic angles, 

respectively. The modal significance and characteristic 

angles of the designed antenna are depicted in Fig.2.

 

 

 

(a)                                                                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 2  2X2 UWB-MIMO antenna (a)Modal Significance (b)Characteristic Angle 
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The designed antenna produces 10 characteristic modes. 

Only five of the ten modes are significant at their respective 

frequencies. The CM1 and CM2 are strongly resonated at 2.8 
GHz and treat this mode as non-dominant because it does not 

fall within the UWB range (3.1GHz–10.6GHz). The CM3, 

CM6, and CM10 did not reach the magnitude one (Ms =1) in 

the modal significance graph, so these modes are useless. 

The remaining modes, CM4, CM5, CM7, CM8, and CM9, 

are useful [41]. In their modal significance graphs, the 

above-mentioned modes' modal significances approach 

magnitude one. But out of the five modes, three modes, 

CM5, CM7, and CM8, did not act as dominating modes 

because the radiation characteristics of mode 5, mode 7, and 

mode8 are not good. 
   The remaining two modes, CM4 and CM9, are acting as 

dominant modes and their corresponding resonating 

frequencies are 5.8GHz and 9.6 GHz, respectively. The 

frequency of 5.8GHz is useful for WLAN applications. The 

modal significance of CM4 and S11 parameters is that they 

resonate at the same frequency at 5.8GHz. Hence, this mode 

is called the dominant mode and is shown in Fig.3.The 

characteristic mode current (CMC) distributions of CM1, 

CM4, and CM9 are depicted in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, 

   respectively. The current densities of UWB-MIMO antennas 

at various frequencies are shown in Fig.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. RESULTS OF DESIGN OF CORONA SHAPED 

ANTENNA 

The Corona Shaped antenna is accomplished using the 

systematic design approach (CMA). The designed antenna 

prototype is fabricated and tested. One port is connected to a 

Vector Network Analyzer (N5230A) while measuring the S-

parameters, and the other port is assigned to a matched load 

of 50Ω load. The S11 is very similar to S22, and simulated 

values are compared with measured values. The return losses 
S11 and S22 are below -10dB, and isolation parameters S21 and 

S12 are below -18dB in the entire UWB. The fabricated 

prototype of the corona shaped antenna is depicted in Fig. 8. 

The comparison of S11 simulated and measured is depicted in 

Fig.9.The comparison of isolation parameters is depicted in 

Fig.10. The designed antenna is placed in an anechoic 

chamber to measure the radiation patterns, as shown in 

Fig.11.The radiation pattern co-polarization and cross-

polarization of the E-pattern, as shown in Fig.12. At 2.8GHz, 

5.8GHz, and 9.6GHz, the radiation patterns were measured. 

The first radiator is excited at port one, and port two is 

matched with a 50 Ω load for measuring radiation patterns 
With the help of DRH20, the radiation patterns are 

measured in an anechoic chamber. The Radiation patterns 

are measured at different frequencies in the UWB 

spectrum. Co-polarization and cross-polarization of E-

Plane and H-plane measures for designed corona shaped 

2X2 UW MIMO antenna. This radiation patterns are 

good. The radiation efficiency achieved is 72 % and 

depicted in  

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Modal Significance of Mode 4 and S11 of 2X2 UWB-MIMO Antenna 
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      The radiation patterns show that this antenna is suitable for the reliable communication link. The radiation characteristics of 
the designed corona shaped 2X2 UWB MIMO antenna is good and meets the requirements of UWB, X-band and ITU 

bands.      

 
                                         (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4 Distributions of CMC in  2X2 Corona shaped  Antenna for Mode1 at (a)2.8GHz (b)5.8GHz (c)9.6GHz 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5 Distributions of CMC in  2X2  corona shaped Antenna for Mode-4 at (a)2.8GHz (b)5.8GHz (c)9.6GHZ 

 

 

             Fig.6 Distributions of CMC in  2X2 Corona shaped Antenna for Mode-9at (a)2.8GHz (b)5.8GHz (c)9.6GHZ 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.8 Prototype of Designed antenna (a) Top 

View (b) Bottom View 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9 (a) S11 measured  (b) S11measured with simulated 

Values 

 

 
(a) 

 
                        (b) 

 
(c)   

                    (d) 

) 

 
(e) 

 
                   (f) 

                                  

 
Fig. 12 Simulated and measured  radiation pattern of  

E-Plane  and H-plane at (a,b) 2.8GHz (c,d)5.6GHz 

(e,f)9.2GHz  

 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.7 Surface Current densities of 2x2 UWB-MIMO Antenna at (a)2.8GHz (b)5.8GHz (c)9.6GHZ 
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A. Diversity Performance of Corona Shaped 2X2 UWB-

MIMO Antenna 

 The envelope correlation coefficient, diversity gain, mean 

effective gain, channel capacity, and TARC are the MIMO 

antenna's characteristics. These parameters should be within 

acceptable limits; otherwise, MIMO performance will be 
poor and unsuitable for secure wireless communication. As a 

result, using MATLAB code, the above diversity parameters 

are calculated and plotted, as well as verified with measured 

values. 

B. Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC) 

    One of the key performances of MIMO is the envelope 

correlation coefficient (ECC). It describes how the elements 

of MIMO are decoupled [37]. In MIMO, the ideal case of 

ECC is zero, but practically it is not possible, so the 

acceptable value of ECC  is < 0.5. In the 2X2 MIMO system, 

the ECC is expressed in terms of S-Parameters is 

𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑚 =
|𝑆𝑘𝑘

∗ 𝑆𝑘𝑚+𝑆𝑚𝑘
∗ 𝑆𝑚𝑚|2

(1 − |𝑆𝑘𝑘|
2 −|𝑆𝑚𝑘|

2)(1−|𝑆𝑚𝑚|2−|𝑆𝑘𝑚|2)
(7)    

Here k=1,m=2.The graph of ECC for the 2X2 corona shaped 

antenna is depicted in Fig.14. Its value is less than 0.0008  in 

the UWB spectrum. 

 
(a)                                                                                                                                            (b) 

                      Fig. 10 (a) S21 measured  (b) S21measured with simulated 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11 Measurement of the radiation pattern in an anechoic chamber. 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 13  (a) Comparison of Gain simulated with measured (b) Radiation efficiency. 
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. 

 

 

C. Directive Gain 

    The designed 2X2 UWB-MIMO antenna uses diversity 

techniques to increase the isolation. The diversity gain of the 

corona shaped antenna is explained using equation (8). A 
MIMO antenna with good diversity performance should have 

a diversity gain of around 10dB. The Corona Shaped antenna 

achieved 9.998dB and is depicted in Fig.14(a). 

𝐷𝐺 = 10√1− 𝐸𝐶𝐶2 (8) 

D. Mean effective gain 

  The MEG is also one of the characteristics of the MIMO. In 

a MIMO system, the MEG is defined as the ratio of average 

received power to average incident power by a microstrip 

patch antenna. For the measurement of MEG, it is always 

taken as a reference as an isotropic antenna. 

 

MEG=∫ ∫ [
𝑋𝑃𝑅

1+𝑋𝑃𝑅

𝜋

0

2𝜋

0
𝑀Ɵ(Ɵ,𝛷)𝑁Ɵ(Ɵ,𝛷) +


1

1+𝑋𝑃𝑅
𝑀𝛷(Ɵ,𝛷)𝑁𝛷(Ɵ, 𝛷)] sin Ɵ𝑑Ɵ𝑑𝛷    (9)   

where MƟ and MΦ are patterns of power in the MIMO 

antenna system. Generally, in the MIMO antenna system, the 

MEG is always less than -3dB.  In the proposed 2X2 

antenna, MEG is measured and got -3.1dB and depicted in 

Fig.15.a. 

 

E. The Channel Capacity loss 

   The CCL is also a key matrices factor in the MIMO 
system. The minimum acceptable limit of CCL in the MIMO 

system is 0.4 bits/s/Hz. The simulated and measured values 

of CCL are shown in Figure 15 (b). The corona shaped 

MIMO achieved a CCL value of 0.299 bits/s/Hz over the 

spectrum. 

 

              
(a)                                                                                                                    (b)                                   

Fig. 14 (a) ECC with DG (b) ECC 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 15 (a) MEG (b) CCL 
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Table.2 Comparison of corona shaped 2X2 MIMO with existing Models 

 

 

IV. COMPARISONS OF PROPOSED WORK WITH 

OTHER MODELS 

The performance of the designed antenna is 

compared with that of existing models, and its performance 

is summarized in Table.2, which includes the performance 

parameters like Impedance bandwidth, return losses, 

isolation, ECC, efficiency, and gain. Some MIMO antennas 

with similar dimensions are designed and discussed in the 

literature review, but the proposed Corona shaped 2X2 

MIMO antenna is the best in terms of impedance bandwidth. 

The designed antenna achieves a higher impedance 

bandwidth compared to [25–42]. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This 2X2 UWB-MIMO antenna design is well 

organised with two circular-shaped monopoles with T-

shaped stubs to enhance the isolation. Using the proper 

design method, CMA achieved more than 18dB of isolation. 

From the characteristics mode analysis, it is found that the 

dominant mode resonates at 5.8GHz. The radiation 

efficiency is > 70% , ECC of less than 0.0008, DG is 9.99dB, 

CCl is 0.29 bits/Hz, impedance bandwidth is 150.99% and 

MEG is less than -3.1dB .This antenna is well suited for 

WLAN applications. 
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